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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring with identity in which Z = *e(Z) for every right ideal Z and 
L = & (L) for every left ideal L of R. Rings satisfying these conditions (or 
their variation) have been investigated by Baer [ 11, Hall [4] and Kaplansky 
[6] and more recently by Skornjakov [lo]. A duality between the left ideals 
and the right ideals of R follows from the above definition and for this 
reason such rings have been called dual rings (abbreviated D-rings) in the 
literature. An Artinian D-ring is of course a quasi-Frobenius ring; a class 
which has been extensively studied. 
Let R be a D-ring. Since R has identity, by Zorn’s lemma, R has maximal 
right (left) ideals. Duality of annihilators then shows easily that every non- 
zero right (left) ideal of R contains a minimal right (left) ideal and that R/J 
is a semi-simple Artinian ring. Somewhat surprisingly we can show further 
that idempotents can be lifted over J so that R is a semi-perfect ring 
[Theorem 3.91. Hence certain properties well known for quasi-Frobenius 
rings are also seen to hold without the Artinian assumption. In particular, it 
follows from Theorem 4.2 that every simple right R-module lies inside a 
primitive right ideal. This fact is used to prove our main theorem that a 
finitely generated R-module hasfinite uniform dimension [Theorem 5.31. Our 
proof of this result uses an unusual set theoretic technique from [lo]. As a 
consequence of this theorem we show that R/n ,” , J” is a Noetherian ring 
[Theorem 5.41 and that J is transfinitely nilpotent if and only ifR is a quasi- 
Frobenius ring [Corollary 5.51. This last fact was proved in [lo] under the 
additional assumption that R be self-injective. 
In Section 6 we give examples of D-rings to illustrate the theorems proved. 
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In particular a D-ring need not be self-injective [Example 6.11. Also it is 
possible to have J= J* in a D-ring [Example 6.21. Thus Theorem 5.4 is 
trivial in this case. However, Example 6.1 is a D-ring in which R/n ,“= , J” is 
a Noetherian ring which is not Artinian. 
The results of this paper are the edited highlights from the Ph.D. thesis [S] 
written by the second author under the guidance of the first. These results 
and others were proved in [8] in a more general setting (and are therefore 
necessarily more complicated) than the account given here. Enthusiasts may 
find an inspection of [8] rewarding. 
2. NOTATION 
Let R be a ring. We shall denote 
N = the natural numbers 
J = the Jacobson radical of R 
E = the right socle of R, i.e., the sum of all minimal right ideals of R 
E’ = the left socle of R. 
For a, b E R, a G b mod(J) will mean a - b E J. 
All rings will be assumed to have identity. 
3. D-RINGS ARE SEMI-PERFECT 
Observe first that M is a maximal right ideal of a D-ring if and only if 
I(M) is a minimal left ideal. Thus, in particular, every non-zero left (right) 
ideal of R contains a minimal left (right) ideal. The lemma below describes 
another crucial property enjoyed by D-rings. It will be used repeatedly 
without reference in later sections. 
3.1 LEMMA. Let {Za}ACA be a collection of right ideals of a D-ring R. 
Then 
e (-) ZJ = c qz*>. 
( ) .LCA le‘4 
An analogous result holds for left ideals of R. 
Proof. 
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3.2 LEMMA. Let R be a D-ring. Then +(J) is essential as a right ideal. 
Proof: Let b(J) 17 X= 0, where X is a right ideal of R. Then 
J + e(X) = R. Therefore 1 =j + y, where j E J and y E E(X). But 1 -j is a 
unit and so e(X) = R. Thus X= 0. 1 
3.3 LEMMA. Let R be a D-ring. Then R, and RR have finite uniform 
dimension. 
Prooj For each 0 # x E R, by Zorn’s lemma there exists a right ideal I, 
of R maximal with respect o not containing x. Then each R/I, is a uniform 
module. 
Now clearly n O+xaR I, = 0. Therefore CO+x.R {(I,.) = R and since R has 
identity, it follows that there exist x, ,..., x, E R such that 
Wx,) + . . . + t(Q = R. We therefore have n I= I IX. = 0. Therefore 
R =+R/I,,@ .a. @R/Ix,. It follows that R, is finite dimensional. 1 
3.4 THEOREM. Let R be a D-ring. Then R/J is a semi-simple Artinian 
ring. 
Proof. We have J= naeA M,, where {Mu}aCA is the set of maximal left 
ideals of R. 
Therefore *(J) = CaeA b (M,). Now 2 (M,) is a minimal right ideal. Hence 
b(J) is a completely reducible right R-module. But R, is finite dimensional 
so b(J) has finite uniform dimension. Therefore b(J) = K, + .e. + K,, where 
the Ki are minimal right ideals. 
Thus J=t(K,)n .a. n QK,). Now t(K,),..., t(K,) are maximal left ideals. 
Therefore R/J is semi-simple Artinian. 1 
3.5 THEOREM. E=e(J)=r(J)=E’ in a D-ring. 
Proof: E s a(J) since 4 (J) is essential as a right ideal. But ‘t (J) is a left 
R/J-module. Therefore r(J) is a completely reducible left R-module. ’ 
Hence 4 (J) G E’. Thus E G 2 (J) c E’. A symmetrical argument shows that 
E’ G e(J) E E. Therefore E = t(J) = E’ = t(J). 1 
3.6 LEMMA. Let Z be a right ideal of a ring R and suppose that e E I + J 
for some idempotent e E R. Then there is an idempotent f E I such that 
f = e mod(J). 
Proof. eEI+Jsoe=x+jforsomexEI,jEJ.Thene=e*=ex+ej 
and so e(1 -j)=ex. But 1 -j is a unit in R so e=ex(l-j)-‘= 
e* = ex( 1 -j)-’ e. Let f = x(1 -j)-’ e. Then fE I. Also e = ef and -fe =J 
Thus f * = fef =fe =f. Finally we have x E x( 1 -j) mod(J) so that 
x(1 -j)-’ E x mod(J). But since e =x +j we have e= x mod(J). Thus 
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x( 1 -j)-’ E e mod(J). Multiplying on the right by e gives f = e mod(J) as 
required. I 
3.1 LEMMA. Let R be a ring and a E R. Suppose that a + J is idem- 
potent in R/J. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) a can be lifted over J. 
(ii) aR + J = eR + J for some idempotent e E R. 
Proof: (i) * (ii) is trivial. 
(ii) + (i) By Lemma 3.6 we may assume that e E aR. Then e = ax for 
some x E R and since a* = a mod(J) it follows that e = ae mod(J). Let 
e - ae =j say. Then e - ae = (e - ae) e =je. Therefore (1 -j) e = ae and 
hence e= (1 -j)-’ ae. Letf= e(1 -j)-’ a. 
Then f= ef and fe = e. Therefore f * = fef = ef =J: Now modulo J we have 
a= (l-j)a so (I-j)-‘a=a. 
Therefore f = e(1 -j)-’ a f ea. But a E eR + J so a E ea. Thus 
f = a mod(J) and a can be lifted modulo J. 1 
3.8 THEOREM. Let R be a ring such that t(I n t(J)) = t(I) + J for every 
right ideal I of R. 
Then idempotents can be lifted over J. 
ProoJ Suppose a E R and a - a* E J. By Zorn’s lemma there exists a 
right ideal I of R maximal with respect o the property that In 4(J) G k(a). 
Now a E ea (a) E t(Zn a(J)) = e(I) t J. Thus there exists an element b E l’(I) 
with b - a E J and so b - b* E J. 
Now b*Et’s(b*) and a-b*EJ. Therefore aE&(b*)+J. Hence 
*(b*) n a(J) = a(e* (b*) + J) c t(a). But b E e(I) so 1~ #t’(I) s r(b) E ,t(b*). 
The maximality of I now yields I = r(b) = r(b*). The last equality implies 
that bR n r(b) = 0. 
Now b(l-b)EJ so (l-b)+(J)~r(b) and hence (l-b)(bRn 
e(J)) c bR n r(b) = 0. This implies that bR n a(J) = b+(J). Since a - b E J 
we have bR n 4 (J) = b+(J) = a+(J). 
Now as a - a2 E J we also have (1 - a) - (1 - a)’ E J so in the same 
way as above we can find an element c E R with c - (1 - a) E J and 
cRnb(c)=(l-a)*(J). Let xE4(J). Then since a-a*EJ we have 
ax=a’x. Hence a*(J)n(l -a)r(J)ca(l -a)b(J)CJ&(J)=O. Therefore 
bR n CR A *(J) = 0. But by Lemma 3.2 r(J) is an essential right ideal of R 
andsowehavebRncR=O.Nowb-aEJandc-(l-a)EJ.Therefore 
(bR @ CR) + J= R. Hence it follows that bR 0 CR = R. Clearly then 
bR=eR for some e = e* E R. Also b-aEJ and so 
aR + J= bR t J= eR + J. Thus by Lemma 3.7, a can be lifted over J as 
required. 1 
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The above together with Theorem 3.4 yields: 
3.9 THEOREM. A D-ring is semi-perfect. 
3.10 COROLLARY. Let e be a primitive idempotent of a D-ring R. Then 
(i) eE is a minimal right ideal of R. 
(ii) eR is a uniform right ideal of R. 
Analogous results also hold on the left. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.9 R is semi-perfect. Hence (Re + J)/J is a minimal 
left ideal of R/J. Therefore R (1 - e) + J is a maximal eft ideal of R. Now by 
Theorem 3.5, 
eE=et(J)=eRfIr(J) 
=r(.R(l -e)+J). 
Thus eE is a minimal right ideal of R. 
(ii) By Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.5, E is an essential right ideal of R. 
Hence eE = E n eR is essential in eR. 
Thus eR is uniform. 1 
The following theorem was proved in the Artinian case by Ikeda [5, 
Corollary to Theorem 71. 
Recall that a ring is called uniserial if it is a direct sum of primary 
Artinian rings and for every primitive idempotent e, eR and Re have unique 
composition series. 
3.11 THEOREM. Every factor ring of R (including R) is a D-ring if and 
only tfR is uniserial ring. 
Proof. Suppose that every factor ring of R is a D-ring. Let T = 0 ,” 1 J”. 
Suppose T=O. Then nr=r J”=O and so by 3.1 U,“=,e(J”)=R. But 
1 E R so for some k > 1, t(J”) = R and therefore Jk = 0. Even if T # 0 
applying the above argument to the ring R/T yields k > 1 with 
Jk =Jk+’ = . . . = nz! 1 J” = T. Suppose that * (J”) # R. Then R/r (Jk) is a 
D-ring. Let M be a left ideal of R such that A4 2 *(Jk) and M/t (J”) is 
minimal. Then JM E +(Jk) so that M G e(Jkt ‘) = r(Jk). This is a 
contradiction so b(J”) = R and Jk = 0. 
Now for any t, 1 < t < k, J’-‘/J’ is finite dimensional being a submodule 
of the D-ring R/J’. But R/J is a semi-simple Artinian ring so J’-‘/J’ is 
completely reducible. 
Thus J’-l/J’ has a composition series and it follows that R is an Artinian 
ring. Thus R is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
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The rest of the proof as well as the converse follows from ]5, Corollary to 
Theorem 71. 1 
4. SIMPLE D-MODULES 
In this section we obtain information on simple D-modules which we shall 
need in the next section. 
The following theorem is well known. 
4.1 THEOREM. Let e,f be idempotents in a ring R. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) eR rjR; 
(ii) Re z Rf 
(iii) eR/eJ rjRlfJ; 
(iv) RelJe g Rfla 
(v) There are elements u, v E R 
with uv = e and vu =f: 
DEFINITION. Let R be a semi-perfect ring. Then a representative set of 
idempotents of R is an indexed set {e, 1 1 < i < n, 1 <j < ti} of mutually 
orthogonal primitive idempotents of R for some positive integers n, t, ,..., t, 
such that 
and eijR z eksR o i = k. 
Clearly any semi-perfect ring has such a set. Note also that by 
Theorem 4.1, Re, g Reks o i = k. 
4.2 THEOREM. Let R be a D-ring with a representative set of idem- 
potents {eijl l<i<n, l<j<ti}. 
Then there is a permutation 7c on { 1, 2,..., n} such that for each i, 
lQi<n. 
(i) ei,R/ei,J~ee,,,,,Ei, and 
(ii) Re,(i,l /Je,(nl g Eet, . 
Proof Note that by Theorem 3.5 we have E = E’. Let i be an integer, 
1 < i < n. Then by Corollary 3.10, Ee,, is a minimal left ideal. Since Eei, # 0 
there exists j, 1 <j < n, such that ejIEei, # 0. As in [3, Theorem 54.121, 
ej, Ee,, # 0 o Ee,, E Rej, /Jejl . 
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Thus, since the elj are a representative set, by Theorem 4.1 there is a unique 
j, 1 <j < n such that ejlEe,, # 0. Define a(i) = j. Also similarly given j, 
there is a unique i, 1 < i, j < IZ such that ejlEei, # 0. Thus 71 is a permutation 
on { 1, 2,..., n} and by [3, Theorem 54.121, we have 
and 
5. UNIFORM DIMENSION OF FINITELY GENERATED D-MODULES 
In this section we turn our attention to modules over D-rings. The 
technique we use (unusual, but very effective) is taken from [lo]. 
We begin by generalising the definition of uniform dimension to modules 
which are infinite direct sums of simple submodules. 
Let M be a completely reducible module over a ring R. Then 
M = xi,, @ Mi for some collection {MiJiE1 of simple submodules of M. It is 
well known that the cardinality of 1, denoted 111, depends only on M and not 
on the collection {MiJi,, of simple submodules of M. III will be called the 
dimension of M and will be denoted dim M. 
Notation. Let X be a subset of a given set Y. Then we write X’ =X and 
x-‘=Y\X={yEYIy&X}. 
DEFINITION. Let Y be a set. A collection C of subsets of Y is said to be 
independent if for any finite number of distinct elements X, ,..., X, of C and 
for any i, , i 2 ,..., i,E {l,-l},Xfln... nx)+0. 
In [9] Sikorski proves that if X is an infinite set then there is an 
independent collection C of subsets of X with I C] > 1x1. We will need to 
apply this result to a countably infinite set X. For completeness we provide a 
proof here. 
5.1 LEMMA. Let X be a countably injkite set. Then there is an uncoun- 
table independent collection 9 of subsets of X. 
Prooj: Let R denote the real numbers and Q the rationals. For each 
a E R and each integer t > 0 define 
AZ’= (p 
I 
l,...,pt)GQf I (a-pi1 <$forsomei . 
I 
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Define A, = u,“= I Ai’ c U ,“= r Q’. Let Y = U 2 r Q’. Since Q is countable so 
is Q’ for each integer t, whence Y is countable. Suppose u, ,..., a,, b, ,..., b, 
are distinct elements of iR. Let d = min{lai - bil 1 1 Q i < n, 1 Q j < m). Now 
we can choose an integer t with t > n and l/2’-’ < d. Clearly now ifp E Q, 
1~i~nand~ai-p~<1/2’thenforeachj,1~j~m,~bj-p~+~ai-p~~ 
la, - bjl. 
Therefore lbj -pi > l/2’-’ - l/2’= l/2’. For i= l,..., n we can choose 
pi E Q with a, - l/2’ <pi < ui + l/2’. Thus lui -piI < l/2’. Now we have 
chosen t > n so if n + 1 <i<t we put pi=p,. Clearly now 
(p ,,..., pJ E A,, n . . . nA,#, but (pl ,..., p,) & Abj for 1 <j < m. Therefore 
A$ .a. nAL”nA;,‘n . . . nA;i#0. Hence 9’={A,IuEIR} is an 
uncountable independent set of subsets of Y. Since Y is countable, and 
there is a bijection between any two countable sets, the result follows. 1 
5.2 PROPOSITION. Let R be a D-ring. Then every R-homomorphism from 
a right ideal of R to R with jkitely generated image is given by left 
multiplication. Similarly on the left. 
Proof. Let x E R and suppose that 1: XR -+ R is an R-homomorphism. 
Now if r E R with xr = 0 then 1(xr) = 0 and A(x) r = 0. Thus 2(x) C_ r@(x)) 
and A(x) E k (A(x)) E eb (x) = R x. Hence A(x) = zx for some z E R and 
clearly 1 is given by left multiplication by z. 
Next suppose that p: I, + I, + R is an R-homomorphism such that both 
iul,,4-+R aW4& --t R are given by left multiplication by elements z, and 
z2, respectively. Now let x E I, f7 I,. Then z,x = p(x) = z2x so clearly 
z1 - z2 E t(ZI n ZJ = t(Z,) + t(Z,). Hence z, - z2 = y, + y, for some 
y,Ee(Z,), y,E!(Z2). Let u,EZ,, u,EZ,. Then y,u,=y,u,=O and so 
iu(u,+~,)=~r(u,)+~u(u,)=(z,-Y~,)u,+(z,+Y,)~,. Butz,-z,=Y,+Y, 
so that z1 -y, = z2 + yz. Therefore ~(a, + a*) = (zr - ~,)(a, + a*). Hence 
,u: I, + I, + R is also given by left multiplication. 
Now suppose that Z is a right ideal of R and f: I-+ R is an R- 
homomorhism with finitely generated image. Let K = Kerf. Now Z/R E f (Z) 
is finitely generated. So there exist elements x1,..., x, E Z with 
Z=x,R + -3. + x,R + K. Clearly f IK is given by left multiplication by 0. 
Hence by earlier parts of the proof it follows that f is given by left 
multiplication. I 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
5.3 THEOREM. Let R be a D-ring. Then every finitely generated right 
(left) R-module has finite uniform dimension. 
Proof. We start by first proving that a cyclic right R-module has a finite 
dimensional socle. Let Z, K be ri,ght ideals of R such that K s Z and I/K is an 
infinite dimensional completely reducible right R-module. By Theorems 3.4 
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and 4.2 I/K contains a countably infinite direct sum Czl @ (x,R + K)/K, 
where each (xi R + K)/K is simple and there is an idempotent e E R such 
that (x,R + K)/K E eE for each i E N. There is an R-epimorphism 
x,R + K + eE. Clearly eE is finitely generated so by Proposition 5.2 this 
epimorphism is given by left multiplication. Hence for each i E N, there is an 
element ai E t(K) with aixiR = eE. Let 12 E N and r, ,..., r, E R such that 
xlrl+ . . . + x, rn E K. Then since CE, (x,R + K)/K is a direct sum, we 
have xiri E K for each i. Therefore aixiri = 0. Hence for any subset A of R\l 
we can define an R-homomorphism 
h,: ,f,xiR +K+eE by h,(xi) = aixi 
whenever i E /i, h,(xi) = 0 whenever i G A, h,(K) = 0 and extending this 
definition by linearity. Now by Proposition 5.2 each h, is given by a left 
multiplication by an element b, E t(K). Since the image of h, is in eE G eR 
we may assume b, = eb,. Now by Lemma 5.1 there is an uncountable 
independent collection 9 of subsets of N. Thus 1~7 1 > 1 n\i 1. 
Suppose that /i 1 ,..., A, are distinct elements of 9. Then for each j, 
1 <j < n there is an element cj with tj E Aj n (A ;’ n . . . n/i,:-‘, n 
A,::, n . . . nti;‘)EN. If l<j, k<n and j#k then cj@Ak so b,,nxrj= 
h,k(xtj) = 0. Suppose that rI ,..., r, E R with r, b,, + ... t rn bAn E t(I). Then 
foreachj, l<j<n,xtjEIsor,b,,x,.+ ... t rnb,,xtj= 0. Also if k # j then 
r,b,kxtj = 0. Hence for 1 <j < n, rjd,,xr,= 0. Suppose rje @ J for some j. 
Then since R is semi-perfect (Theorem 3.9) and e is primitive we have 
Rrje = Re. Now since b,j = eb,j we obtain b,,jxtj E Reb,jxtj = Rrjebbjftj = 
Rrjb,jx,i = 0. But since tj E Aj, we have bnjxti = hAj(xtj) # 0, a contradlctlon. 
Thus rje E J for all j, 1 (j < n and so rjb,j = rjebAj E Jt(K) for each j. Now 
since I/K is a completely reducible right R-module, IJ c K. Thus e(K) IJ = 0 
and so f?(K) ZE t(J) = h(J) by Theorem 3.5. Hence Jt(K) I = 0 whence 
Jt(K) G k’(Z). Thus rjbAj E e(Z) for each j and we have shown that 
CA EY W, + WYW) is a direct sum. Now if/i E Y’ and i E n then xi E Z 
and b,xi = h,(xi) # 0 so b, 6Z t(I). Hence C,,EY (Rb, + t(I))/t(I) is an 
uncountable direct sum of non-zero submodules of t(K)/t(I). Since 
Jt(K) E e(Z), the left R-module t(K)/t(I) is completely reducible. Thus 
dim(e(K)/e(Z)) > 19 1 > 1 R\l I. N ow K = *t(K) and Z = #e(Z), so a symmetrical 
argument now gives dim(Z/K) > 1 N I. But this holds whenever I/K is an 
infinite dimensional completely reducible right R-module and in particular 
when Z/K = CE1 (x,R t K)/K. However clearly in this case 
dim(Z/K) = IN I. This is a contradiction and we have established that every 
cyclic right R-module has a finite dimensional socle. 
Now suppose that every right R-module generated by fewer than n 
elements has a finite dimensional socle and let M = m, R + . .. t m, R be a 
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right R-module generated by m, ,..., m, E M. Let T = m,R + ... + m,R and 
for a right R-module X, let E(X) denote the socle of X. Now 
E(T) = E(M) n T and by induction hypothesis E(T) is finite dimensional. 
Also E(M) n T is a direct summand of E(M) so E(M) z (E(M) ~7 T) @ 
WWVWW n 0). H ence E(M)/(E(M) n T) is a completely reducible 
right R-module. Now E(M)/@(M) n T) z (E(M) + T)/T < M/T = 
(m, R + T)/T E m, R/(m, R n T), a cyclic right R-module. Hence 
E(M)/(E(M) n 7’) is finite dimensional. It follows that E(M) is finite dimen- 
sional. Thus we have shown by induction that every finitely generated right 
R-module has finite dimensional socle. 
Finally suppose that M is a finitely generated right R-module containing a 
direct sum CAE,, @MA, of non-zero submodules of M. For each A E A, 
choose 0 # m, E MA. Let 
Z= c @m,J. 
.lEA 
By Nakayama’s lemma m,R # m,J and so by Theorem 3.4 each 
m,R/m, J is a non-zero completely reducible right R-module. Hence 
CIEA (m,R + Z)/Z is a direct sum of non-zero submodules of E&f/Z). But 
M is finitely generated and hence so is M/Z. Thus by above E(M/Z) is finite 
dimensional. 
It follows that II is a finite set, which completes the proof. I 
Combining this with some more of Skornjakov’s methods we can now prove 
5.4 THEOREM. Let R be a D-ring and let T = nF=, Jk. Then R/T is a 
Noetherian ring. 
Proof. Let I be a right ideal of R. The ring R/J is Artinian so there is a 
principal right ideal K, of R with K, c Z such that K, + J = I + J. If I E J 
we take K, = 0. We shall now show by induction that for n E N, there are 
finitely generated right ideals K, ,..., K, each contained in Z such that 
(a) KisJip’ and KiGJi*Ki=O for 1 <i<n. 
(b) K, + ... +K,+J’=I+J’for l<i<n. 
(c) (K, + --a +Ki_,+Ji)nKi~Ji for l<i<n. 
Now J”/J nt ’ is completely reducible. By Theorem 5.3 R/J”” is finite 
dimensional and hence so is J”/J ‘+ ’ Hence there is a finitely generated right . 
ideal K,, I c I such that 
(I+J”“)nJ”=(K,+...+K,+J”+‘)nJ” 
J n+1 tt+1 J 
K 
CD 
n+, + J”+’ 
J”t’ ’ 
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Clearly if K,, I c J”+ ’ we can assume K, + i = 0 and (a) holds for i = n + 1. 
Now In J” E (I+ J”“) n J” G K, + ..- + K,,, + J”+’ YE I+ J”. Since 
(b) holds for i=n, we have K,+-e.+K,tJ”=ZtJ” and so I=In 
(I+J”) = Z n (K,+...+K,+J”) = Kit...tK, t (1 f? J”) c 
K, + -a- t K,,, + J”+’ c Z + J”+‘. - Hence (b) holds for i = n + 1. Since 
K ,,+, s J”, (c) also holds for i = n + 1 completing the induction. , 
Suppose now that there is a sequence { ti}E I c n\l such that t, < t, < .a. 
and Kt,# 0. Hence K,(@ J’i for each i E N. Choose xi E Kli~ Jfi-’ but 
xi GE J’i for each i E kl. Now for each i E k4 there is a primitive tdempotent 
e, E R such that xiei @ J’i. Suppose that ri,..., r, E R such that 
xIvl + . ..+x.e,r,ET=ni”0=,J’.Weshallshowthate,r,EJforeachi. 
Suppose that for some i, 1 <i< m, eiri& J. Then by 3.9, eiriR =e,R. 
Hence xiei E xieiriR. Now if j > i then tj > ti so xjej E J’j-’ G J’i. Clearly 
now 
xieiE (xle,r,R t ..a t Xi- 1 ei- 1 rip 1 R + J”) n XiR 
E (4, + . . . + Kfi- 1 + J”) n Kti G Jti, 
a contradiction. Thus eiri E J for each i as claimed. But putting 
F = Cz I xieiJ + T, the module 2: 1 (xieiR + F)/F is an infinite direct sum 
of non-zero submodules of R/F, contradicting Theorem 5.3. Hence there 
exists t E N such that K, = K,, 1 = ..a = 0. 
Let K = K, + .-. + K,-, . Then K is a finitely generated right ideal. Clearly, 
I+J”=K+J”forallnEN.No~T=n~==,J~,so~(T)=U~=,~(J~).Thus 
e(1+ T) = e(I)n c e(J”) = c (t(I)r71(Jk)) 
(,=I ) k=l 
= { e(I+Jk)=t 
k=l 
Therefore I + T = n FE, (I+ J”). Similarly we have K t T = n F= 1 (K t J”). 
Then it follows that I + T= K + T. Hence (Z t T)/T = (K + T)/T is a 
finitely generated right ideal. Theorefore R/T is a Noetherian ring. 1 
Following [lo] we now generalise the definition of the power of a right 
ideal. 
DEFINITION. Let I be a right ideal of a ring R. For n E IN, I” is defined 
in the usual way. Suppose that (r is an ordinal and I4 is defined for all 
ordinals ,8 < a. If a is a limit ordinal we define I” = fibcn ID. If a is not a 
limit ordinal then we define I” = II”-‘. 
If there is an ordinal n such that I” = 0 then we say that I is transfinitely 
nilpotent. 
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Our next result was proved by Skornjakov for self-injective D-rings ([ 10, 
“Main Theorem”]). 
5.5 COROLLARY. Let R be a D-ring. Then J is transflnitely nilpotent if 
and only ifR is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Proof. Let T = (-)r= i J”. Suppose that J is translinitely nilpotent. We 
have 
2-g t(Ja(T)) c !(J% (T)) G . . . . 
So by Theorem 5.4 there exists k E n\l such that 
[(J%(T)) = !(Jk+ ‘r(n) = .a. . 
Then Jkb(T) = Jkt’@‘) = ... c T. 
Suppose inductively that (r is an ordinal and Jkd(T) E J4 for all ordinals 
/I < a. If a - 1 exists then 
Jkr(T) = Jk+’ *(T)c_JJ=-- =J” 
and if a is a limit ordinal then J”b(T) c n4.,a J5 = J”. Now since J is 
translinitely nilpotent we have Jkb(T) = 0. Therefore Jk c !a (T) = T E Jk. 
Therefore Jk+ ’ = Jk = T and Jk = J” for all ordinals 0~. Hence Jk = 0 and so 
by Theorems 3.4 and 5.3 R is Artinian. 
The converse is trivial. I 
6. EXAMPLES 
Let R be a ring and M an R -R bimodule. Let T = R X M. We make T a 
ring by defining componentwise addition and a product given by 
h m,)(r,, m2> = (r,r,, rlm2 + mlr2> 
for all r,, r2 E R, m,, m2 E M. 
This construction will be used in the example below. 
6.1 EXAMPLE. A D-ring need not be self injective. Let R be a prime, 
Noetherian ring such that 0 #J(R) = XR = Rx for some x E R and R/J(R) is 
a division ring. It is well-known that the only right or left ideals of R are 
powers of J(R). 
Let Q be the quotient ring of R and let X= UE,x-‘R = u:, Rx-’ an 
R -R sub-bimodule of Q containing R. Let M= X/R. It is easily seen that 
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the only right or left R-sub-modules of M are those of the form x-“R/R = 
Rx-“/R for some n E B4. Now consider the ring T = R X M defined as 
above. Let n E N, m E M. Then x”M = M and so 0 x M= (x”, m)(O, M) c 
(x”, m) T. Clearly now the only (right or left) ideals of T are 
(i) x”R xM=A, say for some nE {O)UN 
(ii) 0 XM=N. 
(iii) 0 x x-“R/R =B, say for some 12 E (0) U N. Clearly A, = T, 
A, = J(T), B, = 0 and B, = E(T) = the unique minimal ideal of T. Further 
e(N)=N=r(N) and t(A,)=B,=t(A,) and b(B,)=A.=t(B,) for each 
n E n\i. Thus T is a D-ring. 
It is not hard to check that T is right self injective if and only if every 
right R-endomorphism of M is given by left multiplication by an element of 
R. Now in particular take R = H,, the integers localised at a prime p. Thus 
T is a commutative D-ring. We shall show that T is not self-injective. Let 
@J, a,, a2 *.-EN and for each iE N, define h,:p-‘R/R+M by 
hi(p-ir+R)=(ao+a,p+~~~+ai-lpi-‘)p-ir+R for each iER. 
Clearly hi is an R-homomorphism, and since pipei = 1 E R, hi is an 
extension of hj for each i, j E N, i > j. Hence we define h: M-t M by 
h(m) = hi(m) whenever m Ep-‘R/R. It only remains to choose a,, a, ..a 
such that u,+u,p+u,p*+~~~ cannot be (consistently) written as an 
element of Z,, . It is well known that this can be done, for example by 
choosing a, = 1 if n is prime and a, = 0 otherwise. 
Note that T/n ,” 1 J” E Z(,, is Noetherian ring which is not Artinian. 1 
Note that in the above example if H is the ring of all R-endomorphisms of 
M then R embeds in H in a natural way and H x M can be shown to be a 
self-injective D-ring. However, we do not know if an arbitrary D-ring can be 
embedded in a self-injective D-ring. 
Our next example is related to the example constructed by Levy [7, 
p. 1151. 
6.2 EXAMPLE. Let I be the set of all non-negative real numbers less than 
or equal to 1. Let F be a field and x a commuting indeterminate over F. 
Define T to be the set of all formal sums of the form CiE1uixi such that 
ai E F and all except a finite number of ui are zero. Putting xk = 0 for each 
k > 1, T can be made into a commutative ring by defining addition and 
multiplication in the usual way. It can be checked that the ideals of T are of 
the form 
(a) Ai = x’T for some i E I and 
(b) Bi = J&l,i<j x’T for some i E I. 
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Clearly A, = T, B, = J = J2, where J = J(T), B, = 0 and A, = E(T). 
Further b (A i) = B, _ i and +(Bi) = A, _ i for each i E I. Thus T is a D-ring. It 
can be shown that T is not self injective. 1 
Finally let R be the formal power series ring constructed by Levy in 17, 
p. 1151. If X is an infinitely generated ideal of R (other than J(R)), then the 
ring T = R/X can be shown to be a self-injective D-ring with an idempotent 
Jacobson radical. 
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